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hese are, indeed, turbulent, troubling times to be a Christian.  David Horowitz’s insightful 
analysis in his book Dark Agenda: The War to Destroy Christian America traces how atheistic, 
God-hating, humanists have worked cleverly and ruthlessly, by claiming victim status, to 

manipulate the Supreme Court to override the will of the people and summarily, and 
systematically drive Christianity and its moral teaching and thinking from public life.  

The landmark case, Engel v. Vitale, in 1962 became the first legal ruling to drive simple prayer 
from schools by means of a faulty, fraudulent reading of the First Amendment, coupled with a 
erroneous understanding of the Establishment Clause, which was not derived from the 
Constitution but from a private letter to the Danbury Baptist Association of Connecticut on 
January 1, 1802.   Jefferson’s words about the wall of separation of Church and State was designed 
assure the Baptists that the State would not interfere on the free exercise of their religion. ACLU 
attorneys for the case question flipped this wording to mean the State should do everything 
within its power to drive religion, especially Christianity, from public schools and ultimately 
public life.  Jefferson never said this. In fact, his work on the Declaration of Independence and the 
Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom drips with words extoling the person of God.  Interesting.   

Ever since this ruling, our nation has been on a downhill glide path to moral oblivion.  No 
longer can a teacher pray for her class, as my teachers did when I attended elementary school.  But 
they can ask students, as they are in the Fairfax County School system, to sign forms which  are 
highly intrusive into their private lives and suggestive in talking about various forms of deviant, 
perverted sexuality.   

Drive out moral, spiritual light and darkness swoops in instantly, leaving Christians 
wondering what to do and how to act in a highly secularized and godless culture. All of this is just 
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one area where believers are confronted with how they as followers of Christ and citizens of this 
country should behave.   

Enter Paul.  He, who lived under the tyranny of the Roman Empire and was eventually  
beheaded by Caesar Nero, knew firsthand what it was like to live in a godless, highly hostile 
political earthly kingdom.  The church in Rome also lived this evil, contentious environment.  To 
assure they lived out their new justified status as saints of the Lord Jesus Christ correctly in this 
complex political setting, Paul stopped in Romans 13, verses 1 through 7, and taught them what 
type of citizens they should be. His words will shock you because they run counter to what you 
might expect.  His words will also challenge you because they are divinely inspired mandates 
which transcend time, meaning they are applicable to all times.   

What exactly does Paul seek to describe in these instructive verses? He answers one 
pragmatic question which weighed on saints then, and which still weighs on saints today.   

 

What Does A Model Christian Citizen Look Like? (Rom. 13:1-7) 
 

Five imperatival motifs, which are either grammatically stated or implied, are woven like a 
beautiful thread through this pericope. Use them as standard of measure in your own life.  How 
so? Hold them up to your life and ask yourself, “Does my life measure up to these divinely inspired 
mandates, or had I watered them down or drifted from them? If so, what course corrections do I 
need to make so I am the type of citizen God desires?”   
 What are those motifs?   
 

He Believes That Government Is Divinely Appointed (Rom. 13:1) 
Before we sink our interpretive spades into this rich soil, let us first make a few pertinent 
observations.  
 One, the passage does not speak of any one form of government. Paul, therefore, highlights 
the concept of government, not its twenty main forms (Anarchy, Aristocracy, Bureaucracy, 
Capitalism, Colonialism, Democracy, Federalism, Feudalism, Kleptocracy, Meritocracy, Military 
Dictatorship, Monarchy, Oligarchy, Plutocracy, Republicanism, Socialism, Theocracy, 
Totalitarianism, and Tribalism).  Put differently, Paul is not writing in support of any one form of 
government but is speaking in general terms of government.   
 Two, the passage does not tell us what to do our how to function when the government 
we live in and under goes off the moral, political, and/or spiritual rails.  More precisely, the passage 
does not tell us if we should ever engage in civil disobedience, and, if so, what would be the initial 
foundational factors.  Answers to these questions have to be culled from other portions of the 
Holy Scriptures.   
 With these preparatory thoughts in mind, I invite you to ponder Paul’s eyebrow raising 
opening counsel:  
 

1 Every person is to be in subjection to the governing authorities. For there is no 
authority except from God, and those which exist are established by God. 
 

In Greek, the emphasis falls upon the opening two words, namely,   
“Every person,” (Πᾶσα ψυχὴ ). Ideally, this phrase could refer literally to every person, denoting 
believers and unbelievers.  All people should know, based on the concept of moral law God has 
built into our beings, that obedience to authority is the path to peace.  To oppose duly elected 
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authority, as in our circumstance, is to court chaos. Members of Christ’s kingdom should really 
understand this concept because they are intimately related to the Lawgiver himself.   
 Paul’s words cannot be misconstrued.  Saints especially should willingly place themselves 
under the authority of their leaders, be it a school teacher, a police officer, a governor, or a 
president. Let me remind you, Paul’s maltreatment under the Roman Empire did not alter his 
thinking here one iota.  Amazing. He called for submission even to Nero.  

The present tense imperatival verb “subjection” is made emphatic by wedding a 
preposition “hupo” (ὑπο), which means “under,” to the verb tasso (τάσσω), which means “to put under 
an official rank.”  Quite naturally, you can see how this term applied in military settings, viz., a 
Colonel was under a General, a Lieutenant Colonel was under a Colonel, and so and so forth.  Or 
to use the Roman military model, a Tribunus Laticlavius was over a Legatus Legionis, and a 
Legatus Legionis was over a Legatus Augsti Proparetore, etc.).  The idea, of course, is submission 
to rank.  As used  by Paul in this verse, it denotes rank and authority in every facet of live.  Hence, 
you might not like your line coach on the football team because he is rough and tough; however, 
you place yourself under his authority and he, in  turn, is responsible to the head coach.  Without 
this willing submission there is no team, and said team will not win many games.  And so it is in 
all facets of life.  Submission breeds peace, and subversion breeds problems.   

Why should believers submit to authorities?  Paul does not leave you hanging but moves 
quickly to answer the question:  
 

1 Every person is to be in subjection to the governing authorities. For there is no 
authority except from God, and those which exist are established by God. 
 

The coordinating conjunction, gar (γὰρ), following the opening negative, supplies the grammatical 
reason for the opening emphatic command.  Believers should submit to authority structure, be it 
governmental or otherwise, because all authority is created and established by God.  You who 
chafe under the constitutional form of government and desire to replace it with a supposedly 
kinder, gentler, more compassionate and fair form under the auspices of socialism (which 
represents 70% of millennials)1 should think again if you are a believer.  Why? The concept of 
government and the ability to rule, reign and have authority is not a man-made concept but is 
directly related back to God and His will.  Consider the biblical evidence. Speaking to the 
polytheistic potentate of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel made this courageous claim:  
 

37 "You, O king, are the king of kings, to whom the God of heaven has given the 
kingdom, the power, the strength, and the glory; 38 and wherever the sons of men 
dwell, or the beasts of the field, or the birds of the sky, He has given them into your 
hand and has caused you to rule over them all (Dan. 2).   
 

God permitted this evil, ruthless man the right to rule and reign to accomplish His lofty, 
mysterious, and jaw-dropping kingdom plans.  Shocking.  Another chapter in this inspired book 
echoes this theme. When God judged Nebuchadnezzar for his puffed up, out-of-control political 
pride by banishing him for seven years from his political perch, Daniel gave the king a flash of rare 
governmental insight:  
 

                                                           
1 “WND News Center,” accessed Nobvember 14, 2019, https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0 

/?tab=rm&ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwGBmnCRPmWfvTrPqlKDszbhDNr. 
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17 This sentence is by the decree of the angelic watchers, and the decision is a 
command of the holy ones, in order that the living may know that the Most High 
is ruler over the realm of mankind, and bestows it on whom He wishes, and sets 
over it the lowliest of men (Dan. 4).   
 

Woa.  God works in and through the inferior governmental systems He permits to operate, and 
He holds their leaders accountable. Perhaps our House and Senate should stand up and take note 
as pride and arrogance, coupled with the love for more power blinds them in their current pursuit 
of impeachment.   

God, indeed, rules and reigns in the heavenlies (Psa. 22:28; 103:19; 145:12-13), and there is 
subjection even in the Trinity between the members of the Godhead, and there is most certainly 
hierarchical authority among angels, who, in turn, are ultimately subservient to the God who is 
the head of all.  When He created mankind, He transferred or delegated His authority to rule to 
mankind.  Man, of course, threw off God’s rule in the Garden of Eden, and thereby experienced 
the repercussions of said disobedience when God, the great Sovereign, enforced His law by 
bringing spiritual and physical death to man (Gen. 2:17-18; 3:1ff). 

Ostensibly, this all means that man’s governmental forms enjoy divinely delegated power; 
however, since they are devised by sinful men their forms are by no means perfect, nor acceptable 
to God, who is holy, across the board.  He will, then, hold them accountable for how they have 
used or abused their delegated power. David reveals this truth when he wrote, “7 He ruleth by his 
power for ever; his eyes behold the nations: let not the rebellious exalt themselves. Selah” (Ps. 66). They should 
not misuse their authority for He, the ultimate cosmic King of Kings and Lord of Lords, will call 
them to account one day. Again, it would be quite refreshing if our leaders would humble 
themselves in their God-ordained positions and wake up to the reality they will give account to 
the living God one day for how they governed.  Did they govern with justice or injustice 
masquerading as justice? Did they uphold the law, or did they work arduously to weave 
lawlessness into the culture by means of disguising it at lawful?   

What, then, does a model Christian citizen look like?  He resembles a thinking person who 
knows from whence comes authority and power. He, of all people, knows God is the one who 
grants authority. He, of all people, knows God permits various forms of government; however, he, 
of all people, also knows God does not entirely approve of the existing powers because He is holy 
(Psalm 22:3; 71:22). He, of all people, knows God has and will work in and through inferior and 
sinful governmental forms to eventually accomplish His purposes which call for the arrival of His 
perfect King and Kingdom (Dan. 2:44-45).   

A second trait of a model Christian citizen logically flows from the first:  

  
He Does Not Live For Resistance (Rom. 13:2)  
Paul’s words here give us two negative natural consequences of what he has just taught and 
commanded. Here is how Paul couches the argument:  
 

2 Therefore whoever resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God; and they 
who have opposed will receive condemnation upon themselves. 
 

The word translated “resists” comes from another intensive word built by wedding a 
preposition with a verbal concept.  “Antitasso” (ἀντιτάσσω) is a military term which denotes 
two opposing armies which line up to fight each other. As Danker remarks:  
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ἀντιτάσσω [ἀντί, τάσσω; ‘set opposite to, range in battle against’] mid., in extension 
of military image, line up against Ac 18:6; oppose, resist Ro 13:2; Js 4:6 = 1 Pt 5:5; Js 
5:6.2  
 

The present tense nature of this word denotes a person who lives for resistance.  They would be 
lost without a cause to oppose, or a leader to denounce.  For them, 
resistance is a key life virtue above all others.  As you can see from 
paying attention to our current caustic culture, the resistance 
movement is alive and well.  You can’t miss it.  Their signs and 
slogans are everywhere as they scream, yell, and chant against the 
government.  This, unfortunately, has been going on since I was a 
child in the 60s.  The same clinched fist the hippies used to oppose 
the bourgeois culture then, is the same one they employ today.  
They just have a wider audience 
because the media supports them, 
they have cell phones, and media 

platforms.   
 I’m sure Paul’s words would not settle well with them.  Since 
they have not liked the current president since he was duly elected by 
the majority of Americans, they have taken it upon themselves to 
resist him and the government he represents.  No believer, of course, 
should be in their ranks.  Why?  Because to resist the government, 
especially when said governmental leaders were elected fair and 
square based on the constitutional law is to oppose the leader God 
has providentially permitted to rule at this point in history.  You might need to read that again.  
Just as God permitted Obama to be the leader, He has permitted Trump to guide our nation.  To 
resist everything the man says, does, decrees, writes about and so forth is a direct and open attack 
on God himself who stands sovereignly behind the leader.  Is he a perfect leader? Far from it.  Was 
Obama?  No.  How about Reagan, Carter, Nixon, Johnson, or Kennedy? No.  They are all men with 
clay feet, but at a given point in time God, for purposes beyond our pay grades, allowed them to 
govern the most powerful nation on earth.  To resist their presidencies is nothing short of shaking 
your fist in God’s face and shouting that you know better.   
 Does this mean we should never resist?  Put differently, is there ever a time when we would 
or should resist authority?  Paul does not answer that here, but the answer is unequivocally “yes.” 
Before we look at those instances, let me underscore the importance of obedience to leaders even 
when they might be evil.  Consider David. Even though envy and jealousy consumed King Saul 
concerning how God used and blessed young David, even though the enraged, spiteful king sought 
to hunt down and kill David like a dog, when given the opportunity in a cave in a deep gorge in 
En-Gedi near the Dead Sea, David refrained from killing the king when he could have.  Samuel 
recounts the story for us:  
 

Now it came about when Saul returned from pursuing the Philistines, he was told, 
saying, "Behold, David is in the wilderness of Engedi." 2 Then Saul took three 

                                                           
2 Walter Bauer, William F. Arndt, and Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other 

Early Christian Literature, ed. Frederick William Danker, 3rd ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), 90.  
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thousand chosen men from all Israel, and went to seek David and his men in front 
of the Rocks of the Wild Goats. 3 And he came to the sheepfolds on the way, where 
there was a cave; and Saul went in to relieve himself. Now David and his men were 
sitting in the inner recesses of the cave. 4 And the men of David said to him, "Behold, 
this is the day of which the LORD said to you, 'Behold; I am about to give your enemy 
into your hand, and you shall do to him as it seems good to you.'" Then David arose 
and cut off the edge of Saul's robe secretly. 5 And it came about afterward that 
David's conscience bothered him because he had cut off the edge of Saul's robe. 
 6 So he said to his men, "Far be it from me because of the LORD that I should do 
this thing to my lord, the LORD's anointed, to stretch out my hand against him, 
since he is the LORD's anointed." 7 And David persuaded his men with these words 
and did not allow them to rise up against Saul. And Saul arose, left the cave, and 
went on his way (1 Sam. 24).   
 

Even though King Saul was dead wrong in how he mistreated David, even though David could 
have really resisted the king by taking him out in the cave, he did not.  Why?  He respected the 
king’s office as being decreed by God.  Wow.  I think our culture could learn much from David’s 
noble, godly response in this seemingly opportune encounter.  Just because you could resist 
because it might be morally warranted, does not mean you do, ipso facto.    
 But let’s get back to the question at hand.  Should Christians blindly follow the 
government they are under? No.  Can they ever resist? Yes.  If so, then, what are the preconditions 
for righteous resistance?   
 First, as Wayne Grudem correctly argues, “God requires his people to disobey the civil 
government if obedience would mean directly disobeying God.”3 He derives his point from when 
the Sanhedrin arrested Paul and John and commanded them to stop preaching the gospel about 
Jesus Christ’s person and redemptive work (Acts 4:18).  Since believers are under divine mandate 
to preach Christ’s gospel (Matt. 28:19-20), they must disobey a government which commands this 
to stop.  This is exactly what Peter and John said to the political leaders, “We must obey God rather 
than man” (Acts 5:29).  I think much of the resistance movement today has got nothing to do with 
God and His ways and words, and everything to do with man’s ways and words.  If you are a 
believer and feel compelled to resist the government or authority, you must stop and ask yourself, 
“Am I resisting because I am being compelled to do something which is an open affront to God 
and His teachings?”  If so, resist. If not. Stay home. 
 Second, Christians must resist authority if that authority, by what it may, asks them to 
commit and immoral act.   
 

• Is someone above you asking you, pushing you to falsify information for 
nefarious purposes? Resist.  

• Is someone above you asking you to cook the books so they don’t have to pay 
more taxes? Resist.  

• Is someone above you asking you to engage in a sexual act to further your 
career? Resist  . . . and report them.   

• Is someone above you asking you to perjure yourself for the sake of the unit, or 
for the sake of someone else’s career? Resist.  

                                                           
3 Wayne Grudem, Politics According to the Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2010), 88.   
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• Is someone above you asking you to mis-report what happened in a fire-fight 
in Afghanistan so no one is court-martialed?  

• Is someone who outranks you commanding you do something you know is evil? 
When I lived in California, I taught and Old Testament class at the largest 
Russian church in the state.  The majority of my students were former Russian 
Army officers.  One evening while on break they told me how a particular 
Russian unit kept getting picked off by the Mujahedeen in the mountains.  So, 
what did the officer decide to do? He lined up local villagers, old men and 
women, young women and children and the hand-picked soldiers to shoot 
them.  When he gave the command, the soldiers raised their AK-47s.  When he 
said, “Fire,” no one took a shot.  Why? The entire firing squad were believers 
and there was no way they were going to do something evil, even when 
commanded by an officer in authority.  They all lost their lives that day as the 
officer had another group of soldiers shoot them for their “insurrection.”  Living 
a life of true resistance can be costly, but I’m sure there were rewards in heaven 
awaiting these brave young believers.   

• Is someone above you, like a teacher/professor, pushing you to write things 
against your faith because they do not like your faith? Resist.  
 

How did Joseph resist the sexual advances of Potiphar’s powerful, sex-crazed wife? He resisted 
by running. Maybe you should do the same thing in your scenario (Gen. 39:12).     
 Third, believers should resist that which goes against their conscience.  Each saint will 
have to sort this out with God, of course, for what might stain and trouble the conscience of one, 
might not bother the conscience of another.  That same group of Russian soldiers I taught also 
have numerous women among them from Latvia, Estonia and so forth.  As we worked our way 
through the law code of Deuteronomy, it became readily apparent we had some saints who were 
devout pacifists and others who were not.  While I am not a pacifist and firmly believe God gives 
us the right to protect life, and to protect our nation from ruthless aggressors, I can respect those 
who hold the opposing viewpoint to protect all life at all costs. I would hope then can respect me 
for believing there are times when God gives us the right to judge and evildoer with force in order 
to keep them from hurting the innocent.  Either way, however, all believers should be mindful to 
ask themselves questions where authorities are asking me to do this or that whether my action 
will negatively impact my conscience, or not.   
 Fourth, there is biblical precedent for believers resisting a tyrannical form of government.  
Moses and the Israelites resisting Pharaoh is a case study (Ex. 1-14). God raising up various judges 
to deliver the Israelites from godless, ruthless Judges is another case study (the book of Judges).  
Saints refusing the mark of the beast in the tribulation (Rev. 13:16-17; 14:9-12).  The leaders of the 
United States Revolution, many of them Christians, opposed King George III  of England because 
of his ruthless and tyrannical actions to innocent citizens.  Yet while believers may be able to 
justify opposition to a tyrant before God, it is not an activity they should ever rush into quickly or 
thoughtlessly.  Paul did not take this course of action under Nero, and neither did Jesus under the 
totalitarian rulership of Caesar Augustus or Tiberias Caesar.  Their reluctance to head down this 
rough road should be a lesson for all to learn from.   
 A model citizen.  This is what a transformed believer should be regardless of what 
government he was born in and lives in now.  He is one who knows that earthly governments exist 
because God gives them their temporary authority. He is also one who knows that resistance to 
the authority in question is a very limited concept.   
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 Pastor Martin Niemoller was one German spiritual leader in WWII Germany who knew 
how to be a model citizen.  During WWI, out of love for his country, and being convinced that 
Germany was called by God to be a light to the world, Niemoller joined the Imperial Navy at the 
age of 18.  Several years later, he worked his way up to commanding a German U-boat submarine. 
After the war, however, Martin traded his submarine in for the pulpit.   

When Hitler’s spell fell over all facets of German society in a mere six months, it was the 
Church which posed the greatest threat to the advancement of his godless, bloodthirsty, and 

power-hungry agenda for world domination.  
Niemoller, a man who respected law and order 
and his German government, ended up being 
at the tip of the spear in opposing the 
diabolical leader who was consumed with the 
world worshipping him.   
 On January 25, 1934, Bishop Niemoller and 
several other concerned bishops met Hitler at 
the Reich Chancellery.  Black uniformed SS 
officers escorted them into the presence of the 
Fuhrer.  Within a few minutes Hermann 

Goring entered and informed Hitler that these men, under Niemoller’s leadership, were working 
to out maneuver and stop his political ambitions.  Hitler exploded verbally in a tirade to beat all 
tirades.  Even though the charges by Goring were false, it would be an encounter Hitler would 
never forget.   
 Three years later, on July 1, 1937, while he rested at home, the doorbell rang at the front 
door of the Niemoller’s home.  The bishop ran downstairs and around his son who was playing 
with a toy car on the floor, and he opened the door. Two German officers asked him if he would 
accompany them.   
 Within a few minutes, the good, godly bishop was seated in the back of a black police van. 
At the Alexanderplatz, the police let him sit alone for several hours.  Eventually, they came in an 
transported him to Moabit prison where he sat until March 2, 1938.  At his trial, the tyrannical 
government brought him up on charges of “malicious and provocative criticism of the minister of 
Propaganda and Public Enlightenment, Dr. Goebbels, of the Minister of Education, Dr. Rust, and 
of the Minister of Justice, Dr. Gurtner, of a kind calculated to undermine the confidence of the 
people in their political leaders.” I take it that hate speech laws designed to silence moral, logical, 
godly, and upstanding citizens is nothing new.  
 After hearing all the evidence amassed against the beloved bishop, the judge agreed the 
bishop’s motives were honorable, but that he had, in fact, broken the law.  The guilty verdict said 
he would be imprisoned for seven months and fined 2,000 Deutsch marks.  Turning to his wife, 
Niemoller said, “Pack your trunks. We’ll have a holiday together  I’ll be home in an hour or two.”   
 He never made it.  
 When Hitler, the tyrant, heard of the slap on the hand of the bishop by the court he became 
engraged.  He  quickly called a cabinet meeting and said he wanted something more stringent 
done to a pastor who dared “oppose” him at the Riech Chancellery.   
 In the early morning hours, Martin Niemoller, a brave, courageous Christian citizen who 
loved his country, passed through the gates of Sachsenhausen and Dachua concentration camps. 
He only left when the Allies liberated Europe. From 1938 to 1945 he, the thorn in Hitler’s side, 
endured solitary confinement for his crimes; however, in no way was his faith crushed nor his 
desire to be a model citizen.  
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 No one ever said being a model citizen is an easy road, but it is the only road for those who 
claim the name of Christ.  We, like Martin, know all earthly power is given by and responsible to 
God Almighty.  We, like Martin, know we are not to resist authority until that authority oversteps 
its divinely ordained boundaries.   
 If our country needs anything in this politically degenerative, destructive day, it is saints 
who know how to be model citizens. The world is watching us.  May we not disappoint in 
pointing them to the type of citizens which acquire God’s blessing and bring peace and stability 
to the country.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


